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FAB: project updates

- Digitized content:
  - Getty Research Portal
  - Cicognara Digital Library

- Bibliographic Content:
  - Art Discovery Group Catalogue/artlibraries.net
  - Unified RAA/RILA/BHA

- Born-digital content: Web archiving
Bibliography of the History of Art

Uniting 100 years of art bibliography
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32,202 new titles added since last ARLIS ARLIS/NA Conference Fort Worth, March 2015
16 Contributors

- Getty Research Institute
- Heidelberg University
  Library
- Metropolitan Museum of
  Art
- Smithsonian Libraries
- Institut National
d’Histoire de l’Art
- Online Scholarly
  Catalogue Initiative
- Library of the
  Philadelphia Museum of
  Art
- Avery Architectural & Fine
  Arts Library at Columbia
  University
- Sterling and Francine
  Clark Art Institute Library
- Getty Publications Virtual
  Library
- Frick Art Reference
  Library
- Brooklyn Museum
  Libraries and Archives
- National Gallery of
  Canada Library and
  Archives
- Kunsthistorisches Institut in Florenz
- Universidad de Malaga
- Bibliothèque nationale de France (Gallica)
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Next steps

- More global content
- More classic content
- Developing methods for collaborative digitization efforts among contributors
Sustaining Collaborations

- Art Discovery Group Catalogue
  Wendy Fish, Director
  British Architectural Library, RIBA

- Digital Cicognara Project
  Alexandra Büttner, Project Coordinator
  Heidelberg University

- Web Archiving: An International Perspective
  Kristen Regina, Head of Archives & Special Collections
  Hillwood Estate, Museum & Gardens